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MEMORANDUM FOR: Commissioner Asselstine
!

FROM: William J. Dircks
|Executive Director for Operations
|
|

SUBJECT: DIESEL GENERATOR FAILURES
|

This memorandum is in response to your memorandum of December 27, 1984, on the
i subject of the diesel generator failures which occurred during tests at Shoreham
| and Grand Gulf. We understand your concern that such failures not be inappro-

4' priately excluded either from consideration of diesel generator reliability for i

Probabilistic Risk Analysis or for Technical Spacification surveillance purposes. |

The staff excludes pre-operational data (failures and successes) from both
Technical Specifications surveillance and PRA data' Ta'ses. This is because
pre-operational tests often involve failures (such as wear-in failures) which
would occur only during those tests but would not recur during operation of the
plant. Pre-operational testing is not considered relevant in establishing the
reliability of diesel generator responses to future demands. Since the Shoreham
diesel generator failure occurred during pre-operational testing, it is not
included in either the Technical Specifications surveillance or PRA data bases.

On the other hand, test failures during operation of a plant are included in
the Technical Specification surveillance data, based on the relevance of the
test as established in Regulatory Guide 1.108. The fire at Grand Gulf occurred
after operating license issuance, and would likely have occurred if the diesel

|

generator had been responding to a true demand instead of being tested. Although
the plant was shut down at the time of the event, this should have no bearing
on the evaluation of the event. Since neither the nature of the test nor the
evaluation of the results are specifically covered by Regulatory Position C.2.e
of Regulatory Guide 1.108, the test should be evaluated against the intent of
the criteria and therefore be considered a valid test and a failure. We are
taking steps to assure that it is evaluated and reported by the licensee in the
Technical Specification data. We expect that it will also be reported to the
NPRDS and therefore be available for inclusion in future PRAs.

I hope this clarification of our earlier response is helpful in resolving your
concerns on this subject.

v

William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

cc: See next page .
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MEMORANDUM FOR ommissioner Asselstine

FROM: Wi liam J. Dircks
Exe tive Director for Opera ons

SUBJECT: DIESEL GENERATOR FAILURES

This memorandum is in respo se to you memorandum of December 27, 1984, on
the subject of the diesel ge erator failures which occurred during tests at
Shoreham and Grand Gulf.

We understand your concern that/ uch failures not be inappropriately excluded
either from consideration of fes 1 generator reliability for Probabilistic Risk

'

Analysis or for Technical Sp ific tion surveillance purposes. However, since
bothProbabilisticRiskAna]formanceosisangTechnict.1Specificationsurveillanceareintended to reflect the pey diesel generators during actual events
(as opposed to testing), e judoment eeds to be made as to how individual
test results reflect on ture performan e during actual demands. These judg-
ments are somewhat sub tive by their ve nature, and each instance would need
to be reviewed individ ally. >

/
Bearing in mind our fesponse to your October , 1984 letter on the mechanisms
for inclusion of fa
Shoreham should not,flures in the PRA data base, we believe that the event ati be included in the data bas for PRA's, since the test was
a pre-operational / test. It is best to confine the data (both failures and
successes)totestsaswellasotherdemandsoccurf(ngafterreactoroperation
has begun. The jurpose of pre-operational tests is to identify wear-in failure
mechanisms and ,to correct them. However, with respect to the other case at
issue, the eveqt at Grand Gulf, we believe that the event should have been
included in the data base and we are taking steps to assure that it is. Thes

fire occurred after plant operation had begun, and would likely have occurred if
the diesel geneiator had been responding to a true demand instead of being tested.-

Although the plant was shut down at the time of the event, this should have no i

bearing on the evaluation of the event insofar as diesel reliability is concerned. |
Future diesel generator perfonnance and problems will be reviewed according to I
Reg. Guide 1.108 and will be included in or excluded from the reliability data |
in PRA applications on the basis of the circumstances associated with each

!occurrence. '

Contact:
G. M. Holahan, NRR/DL
x27415
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' I hope this clarification of our earlier response is hel ful in resolving.your.

concerns on this subject.

L

William Ji Dircks
Executivs Director for Operations
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Commissioner Asselstina

FROM: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT: DIESEL GENERATOR FAILURES

This memorandum s in response to your memorandum of December 27, 1984, on
the subject of th diesel generator failures which occurred during tests at
Shoreham and Grand Gulf.

We understand your c ncern that such failures not be inappropriately excluded
either from considera ion of diesel generator reliability for Probabilistic Risk

* Analysis or for Techni l Specification surveillance purposes. However, since
both Probabilistic Riskynalysis and Technical Specification surveillance are
intended to reflect the pqrformance of diesel generators during actual events
(as opposed to testing), some judgment needs to be made as to how individual
test results reflect on future performance during actual demands. These judg-
ments are somewhat-subjectiv'st by their very nature, and each instance would need
to be reviewed individually.

Bearing.in mind our response to our October 24, 1984 letter on the mechan-
isms for. inclusion' of failures i the PRA data base, we believe that the event
at.Shoreham should not be include in the data base for PRA's, since the test
was a pre-operational test. It is st to confine the data (both failures and
successes) to tests as well as other demands occurring after reactor operation
has begun. The purpose of pre-operahonal -tests is to identify wear-in failure
mechanisms and to correct them. However, with respect to the other case at
issue, the event at Grand Gulf, we believe that the event should have been
included .in the data base and we are takjng steps to assure that it is. The
fire occurred after plant' operation had begun, and would likely have occurred if
the diesel generator had been responding to a true demand instead of being tested.
Although the plant was shut down at the time of the event, this should have no
bearing on the evaluation of the event. Future diesel generator performance and-

problems will-be reviewed according to Reg. Guide 1.108 and will be included in
or excluded from the reliability data in PRA applications on the basis of the
circumumstances-associated with each occurrence.

I hope this clarification of our earlier responsetis helpful in resolvir.g your
concerns on this subject. '

William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

"" "* E 9"
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Commissioner. James 2. Asselstine >

FROM: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations .

SUBJECT: DIESEL GENERATOR FAILURES- ,

.;-, ,

This memorandum is in response to your memorandum of December 27, 1984, on.
the subject of the diesel generator failures which occurr,ediduring' tests
at Shoreham and Grand Gulf. ,

,/.

i~We understand your concern that such failures not bef napdropriately excluded
.)either from consideration of diesel generator reliability for Probabilistic Risk

Analysis or for Technical Specification surveillan'ce purposes. However, since l

both Probabilistic Risk Analysis and Technical; Specification surveillance'are
intended to reflect the performance of diesel,. generators during actual events
(as opposed to testing), some judgment needs/to be made as to how individual
test results reflect on future performancefduring actual demands. These
judgments are somewhat subjective by their' very nature, and ~each instance
would need to be reviewed individually./

/
Bearing in mind our response to yourfDecember 27, 1984 letter on the mechan-
isms for inclusion of failures in the PRA data base,we believe that the event
at the Shoreham should not be included in the data base for PRA's, since the
test was a pre-operational test./ It is best to confine the data (both failures
and successes) to tests as well'as other demands occurring after reactor oper-
ation has begun. The purpose ,of pre-operational tests is to identify wear-in
failure mechanisms and to correct them. However, with respect to the other
case at issue, the event at' Grand Gulf, we believe that the event should hava
been included in the data / base and we are taking steps to assure that it is.
The fire occurred after plant operation had begun, and would likely have occur-
red if the diesel generator had been responding to a true demand instead of-

being tested. Although the plant was shut down at the time of the event, this
should have no bearing on the evaluation of the event. Future diesel generator
performance and problems will be reviewed according to Reg. Guide 1.108 and
be included in or, excluded from the reliability data in PRA applications on
the basis of the/ circumstances associated with each occurrence.

I hope this es ense is helpful in resolving your concerns on this subject.

,I
Cpn William J. Dircks-
1.8 n 27214 Executive Director for Operations
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